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PHYSICAL REVIEW B 15 SEPTEMBER 1998-IIVOLUME 58, NUMBER 12
Application of relativistic scattering theory of x rays
to diffraction anomalous fine structure in Cu

E. Arola* and P. Strange
Physics Department, Keele University, Keele, Staffordshire ST5 5BG, United Kingdom

~Received 8 January 1998!

We apply our recent first-principles formalism of magnetic scattering of circularly polarized x rays to a
single Cu crystal. We demonstrate the ability of our formalism to interpret the crystalline environment related
near-edge fine structure features in the resonant x-ray scattering spectra at the CuK absorption edge. We find
good agreement between the computed and measured diffraction anomalous fine structure features of the x-ray
scattering spectra.@S0163-1829~98!03836-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the observation of a large enhancement of x-
magnetic scattering at theL III absorption edge of the spira
antiferromagnet holmium by Gibbset al.,1 there has been a
enormous increase in the use of synchrotron radia
sources in the study of structural and magnetic propertie
materials.

X-ray resonant magnetic scattering~XRMS! has been ap-
plied to study the nature of magnetic coupling between
layers in a Ag/Ni multilayer,2 to observe antiferromagnet
cally and long-range ordered Nd moments in an electr
carrier high-TC superconductor precursor Nd2CuO4.

3 More
recently, Chakarianet al.4 have applied the XRMS techniqu
in a specular reflection geometry to a FeCo/Mn/Fe
multilayer and demonstrated its sensitivity to the chemic
magnetic, and layered structures. De´chelette-Barbaraet al.5

have applied XRMS in specular reflection and diffracti
geometries to understand the relationship between mag
and structural phase transitions, and coherence properti
FexMn12x /Ir(001) superlattices.

One of the unique advantages of the XRMS techniq
over other x-ray techniques is that it is highly atom speci
In contrast, the more conventional x-ray-nonresonant m
netic scattering~XNRMS! is in general several orders o
magnitude weaker than charge~or resonant! scattering and is
not species selective. Nevertheless, using a polariza
analysis of the measured beam intensity in suitable ge
etries, in connection with the XNRMS theory by Blume a
Gibbs,6 Langridgeet al.7 were able to estimate the orbital t
spin~local! moment ratio in the type-IA2–9 antiferromagnetic
UAs crystal.

It should be noted that in the above-mentioned studies
emphasis has been in observing charge/magnetic scatt
intensity at the absorption edges of interest, but no atten
was paid to exploiting the fine-structure features of the sp
tra present in the close vicinity of the absorption edge.

Recently, a completely new type of a x-ray-scatteri
probe, diffraction anomalous fine-structure~DAFS!, has
been suggested by Stragieret al.,8 and applied by Pickering
et al.9 to several polycrystalline samples and by Renev
et al.10 to an Fe/Ir~100! superlattice in order to provide loca
atomic structural information. In DAFS studies the main f
cus is on the oscillatory, ‘‘photoelectron backscattering’’ fe
tures of the spectra, appearing close to the absorption ed
a given constituent atom. Stragieret al.8 have clearly dem-
PRB 580163-1829/98/58~12!/7663~5!/$15.00
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onstrated that DAFS can accurately provide the same st
tural information as the more traditionally used x-ra
absorption fine-structure~XAFS! technique.

We have recently developed a first-principles formalis
of magnetic scattering of x rays in the framework of the fu
relativistic spin-polarized Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker~KKR!
type multiple-scattering theory,11 which treats spin-orbit in-
teraction and spin-polarization effects on an equal footi
However, the most remarkable feature of our method, wh
we want to demonstrate, is that it includes the contribution
the crystalline environment to the scattering amplitude
the Green’s function expression of the multiple scatter
theory in one-particle local-density approximation~LDA !,11

which allows an accurate implementation of the theo
Therefore, we should be able to see the characteristic
oscillating DAFS features accurately in our calculated x-r
scattering spectra, without having to introduce a concep
an ‘‘oscillatory’’ function x~\v! and its approximate form
~see Ref. 8! to describe the local structural contribution to th
x-ray scattering amplitude.12

II. OUTLINE OF THE THEORY

We briefly describe the part of our relativistic x-ray sca
tering theory that is relevant for the DAFS studies at theK
absorption edge of Cu, and then compare our computed
part of the ‘‘atomic form factor’’ with the one measured b
Stanglmeieret al.14 As we showed in Ref. 11 the relativisti
Bragg scattering amplitude~due to positive-energy excita
tions only13! for an ordered crystal within the KKR-type
multiple-scattering theory can be written as~SI system of
units used throughout!

f ~pos!~v!5@ f 0
1~pos!~v!1 f 0

2~pos!~v!#NatomsdQW KW , ~1a!

whereQW [qW 82qW , KW is a reciprocal lattice vector of the crys
tal, dQW KW is a Kronecker delta function, subscript 0 is a lattic
site index, and the resonant@ f 0

1(pos)(v)# and nonresonan
@ f 0

2(pos)(v)# parts of the amplitude are given by

f 0
1~2 !~pos!~v!5(

L0

f L0 ;qW l;qW 8l8
1~2 !~pos!

~v!, ~1b!

where l(l8) and qW (qW 8) represent the polarization and th
wave vector of the incident~outgoing! photon, respectively.
7663 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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The L0-core-state contribution to the resonant amplitude is

f L0 ;qW l;qW 8l8
1~pos!

~v!52 (
LL8

E
eF

` de

p

mL0

L1~qW 8l8;e!Im tLL8
00

~e!mL0

L81* ~qW l;e!

eL0
2e1\v1 iG/2

, ~2a!

and theL0-core-state contribution to the nonresonant amplitude is

f L0 ;qW l;qW 8l8
2~pos!

~v!52 (
LL8

E
eF

` de

p

mL0

L2~qW l;e!Im tLL8
00

~e!mL0

L82* ~qW 8l8;e!

eL0
2e2\v

. ~2b!
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In Eqs.~2a! and ~2b! G, the only adjustable parameter
the theory, represents the natural width of the intermed
states, ImtLL8

00 (e) is the imaginary part of theLL8 @L
[(kmj )# element of the path operator matrixt00 at energy
e, andeL0

is a core-state eigenvalue of the Dirac equation

a muffin-tin potential at siteRW 0 .
The matrix elementmL0

L1(qW l;e) of Eq. ~2a!, responsible

for the resonant scattering, is defined by

mL0

L1~qW l;e![E
rW0PV0

uL0

† ~rW0!XqW l
†

~rW0!ZL~rW0 ,e!d3r 0 ,

~3a!

and the matrix elementmL0

L2(qW l;e) of Eq. ~2b!, responsible

for the nonresonant scattering, is defined by

mL0

L2~qW l;e![E
rW0PV0

uL0

† ~rW0!XqW l~rW0!ZL~rW0 ,e!d3r 0 .

~3b!

In Eqs.~3a! and ~3b! uL0
(rW0) is a core-state solution of th

magnetic Dirac equation at siteRW 0 , XqW l(rW)[2e@\c2/
(2Ve0vq)#1/2aW • ê (l)eiqW •rW @Eq. ~9b! of Ref. 11# defines the
relativistic photon-electron interaction vertex~ê (l) is a unit,
complex polarization vector of the photon with the polariz
tion statel!, ZL(rW0 ,e) is the regular scattering solution o
the spin-polarized Kohn-Sham-Dirac equation, andrW0[rW

2RW 0 is the vector inside the unit cellV0 at the origin. As
shown in Ref. 11 numerically tractable expressions and
lection rules can easily be derived to these matrix eleme
due the electric dipole (E1) or magnetic dipole and electri
te

r

-

e-
ts

quadrupole (M11E2) contributions toXqW l(rW). According
to our initial computations, in the case of resonant scatter
at theK edge of Cu, the (M11E2) contribution to the scat-
tering amplitude is at least two orders of magnitude sma
than theE1 contribution. Therefore, we ignore it and us
only theE1 approximation in our calculations.

The electronic structure part of the calculation has be
carried out using a Cu muffin-tin potential derived from
all-electron charge self-consistent Korringa-Kohn-Rosto
code by Kaprzyk and Bansil15 for the Cu fcc lattice (a
56.76 a.u.) andl max53.

The relationship between the x-ray scattering amplitu
f (v) defined as the left-hand side of Eq.~9a! of Ref. 11 and
the x-ray scattering form factorf s-f(v) will be briefly de-
rived in the following. Including only those intermediat
statesuI & with excitations from the positive-energy single
particle core or conduction-band states (eL.0) we get for
the relativistic scattering amplitude16

f ~pos!~v!5 (
I ,eL.0

^ f uH int8 uI &^I uH int8 u i &
Ei2EI

, ~4!

whereu i &, u f &, anduI & are the initial, final, and intermediat
states of the electron-photon system, respectively, andEi and
EI are the corresponding energies of the initial and interm
diate states. By expressing the time-independent part of
relativistic photon-electron interaction operatorH int8 in terms

of the radiation field operatorAW (rW) and the quantized Dirac
field operatorsc(rW) andc†(rW) @cf. Eqs.~3! and ~4! of Ref.
11# it is a straightforward matter to show that the positiv
energy part of the elastic scattering amplitude can be wri
as
f ~pos!~v!5
e2c2\

2Ve0v

1

mc2

3Fmc2(
LL8

H ^ i el
LuaW • ê ~l8!* e2 iqW 8•rWuI el

L8&^I el
L8uaW • ê ~l!eiqW •rWu i el

L&
eL2eL81\v

1
^ i el

LuaW • ê ~l!eiqW •rWuI el
L8&^I el

L8uaW • ê ~l8!* e2 iqW 8•rWu i el
L&

eL2eL82\v
J G

[ f 1~pos!~v!1 f 2~pos!~v!, ~5!
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where the resonant @ f 1(pos)(v)# and nonresonan
@ f 2(pos)(v)# amplitudes have been defined in terms of t
one-electron initial core/band statesu i el

L& ~occupied! and in-

termediate band statesuI el
L8& ~empty!, and the corresponding

eigenenergieseL andeL8 of the crystal Hamiltonian.17

The expression inside the square brackets of Eq.~5! can
be identified as a relativistic x-ray scattering form fac
f s-f(v) „cf. the relativistic atomic form factor expression
Cromer and Liberman18 for an isolated atom@Eq. ~2! of Ref.
18#…. Therefore,f s-f(v) for the solid can be written as

f s-f~v!5K8@ f 0
1~pos!~v!1 f 0

2~pos!~v!#, ~6!

whereK8[2e0mVv/(e2\). The radiation field normaliza
tion volumeV and angular-frequencyv dependence of facto
K8 will be canceled by the;1/(Vv)1/2 dependence of the
photon-electron interaction vertexXqW l(rW) in the matrix ele-
ments of Eqs.~2a! and ~2b!.

To make contact with the experimental atomic form fac
measurement for Cu,14 we have to make a few things clea
First, in the relativistic scattering amplitude expression@Eq.
~1a!# there are two terms: a resonant and nonresonant
both of which depend on photon energy, while in the no
relativistic theory the scattering amplitudef (v)5 f 0

1 f 1(v)1 f 2(v) contains three terms: the frequenc
independent charge~Thomson! term f 0, and frequency-
dependent resonant@ f 1(v)# and nonresonant@ f 2(v)# am-
plitudes. Second, Stanglmeieret al.14 have done small-angle
x-ray reflectivity measurements from several metal- a
metal-oxide surfaces. Combining the nonrelativistic atom
form factor ~cf. scattering amplitude! expression, the com
plex index of refraction dependence on the forwa
scattering amplitude, and the classical electromagnetic
flectivity from a flat surface of a single- or multilayer system
they were able to extract the real part of the frequen
dependent dispersive correction to the atomic form fac
@denoted asf 8(v) in their paper# in Cu. Therefore, it is clear
that in order to make comparison between the experimen
determined14 dispersive correction to the atomic form fact
and our relativistically computed form factor, we have
subtract a constant value from the computed result. Furt
more, this constant is not directly related to the measu
Thomson-scattering part of the amplitude (f 0), because we
have computed only theK absorption edge contribution t
the scattering amplitude. However, the constant shift of
computed scattering amplitude is justified as all electrons
the atoms in the unit cell have a frequency-independent c
tribution to the Thomson amplitude. We want to emphas
that the near-edge~DAFS! features in the x-ray scatterin
spectra are due to excitations~intermediate states! where
only one particular atomic core level is involved, and high
core- and filled valence Bloch states give a smooth
nonoscillatory behavior to the spectra.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Fig. 1 we show the real part of the dispersive correct
@ f 8(v)# to the atomic form factor at CuK absorption edge
based on the small-angle reflectivity measurement14 together
with our computed ‘‘atomic form factor,’’ which has bee
shifted by a constant value of about26.
r
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As can be seen from Fig. 1 the smoothly decreasing p
of the computedf 8(v) towards the cusp at theK absorption
edge~about 8980 eV according to the present experiment! is
in qualitative agreement with the experimentally determin
f 8 values. But the most remarkable observation is that
first-principles calculation of x-ray scattering from copp
crystal is able to reproduce DAFS related fine-structure f
tures observed in the measuredf 8(v) in the photon energy
interval @8982 eV, 8992 eV#. Even the dip featureD of Fig.
1 at photon energy of about 8989 eV is well reproduced
the calculation. We also notice that the sharply rising t
above\v58992 eV is also apparent in our computedf 8
spectra. Nevertheless, as can be seen from Fig. 1, the c
puted real part of the form factor is not in perfect quantitat
agreement with the experimentally determined form fact
Obvious sources for this disagreement are listed in the
lowing. ~i! According to Stanglmeieret al. the main factor
limiting the accuracy of their measurement is the error
determining the angle of incidence~grazing angle with re-
spect to the surface!. They have estimated error limits o
60.3 ~electrons! aroundf 8(v) for a photon energy range o
7.6 to 13 keV.~ii ! Our forward scattering form factor calcu
lation is strictly valid for bulk Cu only. On the other hand
the measurements in Ref. 14 have been done in the rang
total reflection. Therefore, the DAFS oscillations measu
in f 8(v) spectra are likely to have contributions from surfa
electronic structure. Also their approximately 1000-Å-thi
Cu sample is covered by a thin 35-Å oxide layer. This m
well change the nature of the electron states above the F
energy~cf. intermediate states of the scattering process! with
a direct effect onto the x-ray scattering spectra close to
absorption edge.~iii ! Some of the tiny DAFS-like feature
present in our calculatedf 8(v) spectra have probably bee
washed out in the experimental spectra due to the monoc
mator energy pass band width of 1.5 eV at 10 keV.14 ~iv!
Although the oversimplified way of dealing with many-bod

FIG. 1. Real part@ f 8(v)# of the calculated relativistic anoma
lous scattering form factor in electric dipole (E1) approximation at
the CuK edge, shifted by a constant amount in the vertical direct
~solid line! ~see discussion in the text!. The incoming and scattere
photons propagate in the same direction. The measured dispe
correction~open circles! to the atomic form factor from the x-ray
reflection measurement has been reproduced from Fig. 18
Stanglmeieret al. ~Ref. 14!. The arrow locates the position of th
experimentalK edge.
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effects via the core-hole lifetime broadening parameterG @cf.
Eq. ~2a!# is in common use, going beyond this would cer-
tainly improve further the quality of the computed scattering
spectra.

We briefly turn to discuss the computed anomalous sca
tering cross sectionds/dV5u f (v)u2V2v2/(2p\c2)2 in the
electric dipole (E1) approximation at the copperK absorp-
tion edge in Fig. 2. To demonstrate crystal environment e
fects on the scattering cross section, we display in Fig. 2 als
the Lorentz-convolved (G51 eV) and squaredp-projected
density of states~DOS!. The near-edge behavior of the scat-
tering cross section in favorable conditions can be qualita
tively described by a squared value of the partial DOS abov
the Fermi level.11 And indeed, we found a lot of similarities
between these two curves at ironK edge. But interestingly,
we notice from Fig. 2 that in the case of elastic, resonan
scattering of x rays at the CuK edge, there is an even more
striking similarity between the cross section and the Lorentz
convolved and squared Cup density of states.

The connection between the cross section and a part
density of states can be delineated in terms of the followin
facts.11 ~i! The matrix elements of Eq.~2a! are in general
smooth functions of band energye. According to the selec-
tion rules of the relativistic x-ray scattering theory inE1
approximation,11 the only matrix elements that contribute to
scattering at theK absorption edge are those with the
transitions19 (s1/2,21/2)→(p1/2,11/2), (s1/2,21/2)
→(p3/2,11/2), and (s1/2,11/2)→(p3/2,13/2) in the
(k,mj ) representation. Therefore, as a good approximation
only the p-state-related Imt00(e) elements are responsible
for building the scattering amplitude of Eq.~2a!. ~ii ! The
numerator part of Eq.~2a! will be then approximately pro-
portional to thep-projected density of states.11 ~iii ! Provided
the lifetime parameterG of Eq. ~2a! is small enough com-
pared to the width of thep density of states features above
Fermi energy, and the conditions~i!–~ii ! are satisfied, then
the computed x-ray scattering cross sectionds/dV should
closely follow the shape of the Lorentz-convolved and
squaredp-projected density of states.

FIG. 2. Calculated anomalous scattering cross section at th
copperK absorption edge inE1 approximation~solid line!. The
relativistic p-projected density of states has been Lorentz
convolved (G51 eV), squared, and normalized according to the
maximum value of peakC ~dashed line!. The arrow locates the
position of the computedK absorption edge.
t-
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e
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Many spectroscopic features of the cross section can
qualitatively explained by looking numerically at the n
merator part of Eq.~2a! above the Fermi level.11 In case of
the resonant scattering at theK edge of Cu, there are thre
major channels@cf. the numerator part of Eq.~2a!#, which
contribute to build up the featuresA–D of Fig. 2. A detailed
study shows that these three major channels, which con
ute to those features with nearly equal relative weights, c
tain transitions: (s1/2,11/2)→(p3/2,13/2) ~strongest!,
(s1/2,21/2)→(p1/2,11/2) ~next strongest!, and (s1/2,
21/2)→(p3/2,11/2) ~weakest contribution!. All matrix ele-
ments with these transitions are linked with diagonal p
operator matrix elementstLL

00 in Eq. ~2a!. We notice further-
more that the ‘‘shoulder’’ featureB of Fig. 2 can directly be
linked to the ‘‘dip’’ featureD in the f 8(v) spectra of Fig. 1
when combined with the imaginary partf 9(v) ~not shown!
of the complex form factor at the same energy.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that it is possible
interpret diffraction anomalous fine structure~DAFS! fea-
tures by using a x-ray scattering calculation based on afirst-
principles LDA electron structure theory. We base our e
pertise on our recently developed relativistic x-ray magne
scattering formalism.11 As it appears, our computed dispe
sion correction spectra@ f 8(v)# for Cu crystal around theK
edge agrees well with the measured one, and especially
DAFS related features of the measured spectra can be re
duced, at least, qualitatively.

In spite of the inherently fundamental restrictions in o
method ~like LDA approach describing the intermedia
Bloch states in the x-ray scattering process!, it is obvious that
a higher resolution synchrotron reflectivity measurem
used in connection with a more accurate way of determin
f 8(v) ~like x-ray interferometry technique!, would improve
the agreement between experimentally and computation
determinedf 8(v) further.

We have implemented our general x-ray scattering am
tude expression@Eq. ~11! of Ref. 11# in the simplest possible
environment, which is a perfect, infinite crystal. As we ha
shown,20 x-ray magnetic scattering, including DAFS featur
for a completely random magnetic alloy, can easily be imp
mented using the coherent-potential-approximation~CPA! in
context of Eq.~11! of Ref. 11.

We hope that the results presented in this paper for the
K edge will stimulate further development of DAFS as
experimental tool for probing the electronic structure
more complex materials. A very interesting development
our theory would be to implement it for short-range ord
and complicated magnetic structure studies. A feasible
accurate way of doing this would be to use recently dev
oped electronic structure methods with order-N scaling prop-
erties like the locally self-consistent multiple scatteri
~LSMS! method by Wanget al.,21 or the locally self-
consistent Green’s function~LSGF! approach by Abrikosov
et al.22 These first-principles methods can describe ac
rately electronic structures of large crystalline random or
dered systems, or systems with short-range order.
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